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Wagner Trees (and Networks) are estínaÈes of evolutíonary Èrees. The

construction of a trIagner Tree begíns wíth a character x taxon matrix. In the
matrix the states of characters are coded nunerically, and the initial direction
of evolution of the states withÍn each character is specified. The trIagner Tree
for a given data set is the cladistic topol-ogy thaË requires the minimum number

of evolutionary steps, i.e., ít makes the fewest number of assumptions about
the number of evolutíonary steps and it is the ttmosË parsímoníoust' hypothesis

. overall.
The chief references on tr{agner Trees are Èhe papers by trIagner (1969) and

Farris eË aI. listed on the references handout.

I. Initial treatment of characters

A. Discover characters in ihe taxa under study. This involves estímating
homologous relatíons of features in different organisms using Ëhe

criÈeria noted ín class. verbalize or, if possible, enumerate the
states of each character.

B. ConsÈrucÈ a morphocline for the states of each character. A morphocline
is an arrangement of states in which the states are ordered on the
basis of their overall sínilarity. For example:

(a) 5 toes - 4 toes - 3 toes - 2 toes - 1 Ëoe

(b) 5mn-20mn-21mm
(c) blue - green - yellow
(d) eyes present - eyes absent

(e) horizontal
stripes

vertical

\ srripes
&

"rtrr.:j: *#& dots in the rniddle
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Morphoclines are estimates of the paËtern of evolution wÍthin a

character. Thus, íf a 5 toed ancesÈor gave rise to a 1 toed

descendant we would suppose a series of intermediate ancestors

with 4, 3 and 2 Ëoes respectively.

yields a hypothesis on the

for each character using the criÈeria for
class. The selection of an ancestral state
direction of evolutíon for a character. For

example:

blue ----) green + yellow,

blue (-- green

blue <- green yellow.

D. Usíng integers in an additíve fashíon, and a similar scale for each

character (by convention a unit difference beÈr¿een adjacent sËates in
a morphocline) code numerically to preserve Èhe estimated form an-d-

dÍrectíon of character sÈate evolution. The coding schemes belor¿

correspond to the morphoclines yerbaLLzed on page 2.

(a) 0-1-2-3-4 or 4- 3-2- 1-O
(b) 0-L-2 or 2-L-0
(c) 0-L-2 or 2-L-0
(d) 0-1 or 1-0
(e) 1,0,0- -0,1,0

nce betwe ".\ 
\ " " "a/ 

-4.-rn. 
dífference between

these states is 2, or -,1- u' 
Y' * adjacent states ís 1,

rrat least two evolutionary ¿ | or rtat least one
stepsrr ) O, ó, 1 evolutionary steprl

II. The ANCESTOR

c. Estimate an ancesËral state
primitiveness discussed in

most recent conmon ancestor for the group of
be the collecÈÍon of all estÍmated ancesÈral

the coded character x taxon data matríx.

taxa under study is taken

sEates. Add the ancestor

orr

orl

The

to
to
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III. The SËeps Ín Tree Constructíon & a Hypotbetical_ Example

The steps in the construcËíon of a llagner Tree are illustrated here with a

hypothetical data set of 4 taxa and 12 characÈers (see attached sheet).
The characters are already coded and an ancestor for the four taxa has been

estímated and added to the initial data matrix.
Step 1. Calculate Ëhe dífference (sirnÍlarity) matrix according to the

formula:

d (r,K) = å f* tr,ü) - x (K,L) 
I

K,

t

to rshich it is
of the. tree by connecting the ancestor
most símilar.

The first interval has a lengÈh of 4, i.e.
4 evolutíonary steps separaÈe C frou the
ancestor. Check the data matrix to see
that these steps involve characters
3, 6, 10 and 11.

to be placed on the tree. Here r¡¡e nust find
taxon-interval pairrrr i.e. the nexÈ taxon to
whích is nost similar to any interval of the

where d (JrK) ís the dífference between trrro taxa J &

X is the character state value for a character

Form the

Èhe taxon

first interval

,

n is the number of characters

Ithe difference matrix based on the hypothetícal data seÈ is below the data set]

S.tep 2.

@
@

G

o

SËep 3.

1

0

ANCESTOR

Select the next taxon

the closest I'unplaced

be placed is that one

tree.
Calculate the dífference betr¡een each unplaced taxon and g¿
interval according to the fornula:

d (L,rM(J,K)) = (U (L,J) + d (L,K) - d {.1,x)(I)

where d (LTINT(JrK)) is the difference beÈr¡een an unplaced taxon L
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and an interval composed of the taxa J and K.

.d(LrJ), d(LrK) and .d(JrK) are the disrances berween rhese taxa
taken directly from the dífference maËrix.

Thus in the exampl-e, there are three remaíning unplaced taxa
A, B and D.

d (A, rNT (ANC, C) )

= d(A,ANC) + d(A,c) - d(ANc-C)

=7+11 -4
= @^lo=T

d (B, rNT (ANC, C) )

= d(B,NC) + d(B,C) - d(ANC,C)

=9+LL-4
= @ Ì*t*=g

d (D, rNT (ANC,C) )

=6+8-4
= @ xt_:s

Since D is the closest to the inÈerval it sha1l be placed next,.

Step 4. Construct a ttypottretical Intermediate Ancestor (= Hypothetical
Taxonomic UniÈ, = HTU) for the unplaced taxon selected in Step 3

and the two uembers of the ínterval to which that unplaced taxon

is closest. HTUrs must be considered because it is possibl-e (in
most cases probable) that the unplaced taxon will diverge from the

Iíneage leading from ANCESTOR to C at an internediate level Ínstead

of directly from the ANCESTOR or C.

Thus, where does D diverge from?

c "'-r¿"'/o
I -.?-"-Ð

some HTU 1y/
| ,---,

ANC..
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The sÈates of an HTU are always based on the states of 3 other
taxonomÍc units (real or hypothetical). HTUrs are constructed
in such a vray as to reduce the number of evolutionary steps implíed
in the final tree. The rules for IITU construction are as follows:

(a) If all three taxa have the same state for a character, the
HTU wíll take that stare.

e.g. Character I

c (t)
Hru llo (r)

(r) 
I

ar.rc (r)

(b) If. two of
take that

the three

st,ate.

Èaxa have the same state, Èhe HTU will

( tt O does connect to the HTU

I and if the HTU had any sraÈe

{ except 1 we would be suggesËing
I an evoluËionary event for which

\.there is no evidence.

rent sÈates, the hypothetical
intermediate sÈate.

(t I does connect to the HTU

) what would we inply if the HTU

\ naa state 0? or state 2?
\

e.g. Character 4

(c) If all three taxa have diffe
taxonomic unit wíll take the

e.s. c (r)
l--o (z)

HTU I(Ðt
I

er,rc (o)

Hru ÏYD(r)
(o) 

I
ANc (o)

If D does connect to the HTU
and if the HTU had state 1 we
would be suggesting that 0-+1
and that .1-t0 in going from
ANC to C. As coded, we have
no a priori evídence of reversal.

different from any other

is added to both the data

out Ëo be identical to C

The HTU for D, C and AI.IC, called HTU 1, is
taxonomic unit so far in lhe study and it
and difference matrices. If the HTU turns
or ANC we could ígnore Ít.
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Step å. Connect the unplaced taxon

which Ít differs least.
In our hypothetical case,

to Ëhe real or hypothetical taxon from

How long is each interval?
IdentÍfy Ëhe characters that
change state in each interval.

Step 6. If any real taxon remains unplaced return Èo Step 3, otherwíse

sËop.

(Note in our hypothetÍcal case \¡re have now 2 remaíning taxa.

In the next Step 3, these r¿ill have to be compared to each

of the Ëhree íntervals that current.ly exist in the tree. Our

old fírst Ínterval, ANC-C, qras desËroyed wiËh the intercalatíon
of IITU 1.)

Complete the construction of Èhe tree based on the data at hand. The

ansI^Ief 15

'\ 
/'

HTT] 1

I
ANC

A

3

\,

¿/
2

I
ANC

Plot the positions of all character state changes. Ilhich characters undergo

homoplasious evolutlon? List the derive-d states thaÈ are shared by groups

of taxa and the derived states that are unique to síngle taxa.

trIhat are the consequences, in terms of homoplasy, of shifting the cladÍstfc
positions of taxa? Or, can you make a shorÈer tree in terns of Ëotal number

of evolutionary steps by shiftíng Èhe positions of Èaxa or grouPs of taxa?
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I,{agne.r Netwo-rks. I,Iagner Netr,rorks are an extension of Wagner Trees. The difference
is that no ancestral states are esËimated a pr_iori and, therefore, there is no

hypoÈhetical common ancestor to serve as a starting point for construction. The

first interval is made by connecÈing (by conventíon) the tr¿o most dífferent real
taxa. After this one proceeds as in tree construction. lüagner Networks yÍeld
hypotheses on cladistíc pattern but not sequ.ence. But, someËimes the pattern may

help in inferring sequence. If you are Ínterested see me for referêocês.


